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The Undergraduate Record Ex
arnination will be administered on
Thesday March 14 for sophomores
and seniors with the field tests
for seniors on Friday March 17
Both the area and field test results
provide an overall evaluation
of the students basic knowledge
acqufred at Beaver College as well
as evaluation of th instructors
employed by the school The im
portance of these examinations can-
not be overemphasized for it is the
most important factor in determin
lug the effectiveness of the curricu
him offered to the students at any
particular school in this case Bea
vex College
According to the Princeton Edu
cationsi Testing Service this is
way in which students can be di
rectly involved in curricular evalu
ation and contribute to its develop
mont previously the sole domain
of the faculty This examination
provides the faculty member with
the kind of information about stu
dent academic performance that
can be reflected in curricular de
velopment decisions
As institutions have grown in
size and complexity greater at
tention has been given to institu
tional research in an effort to as
sess the nature of the process of
education and to gain some insight
into its contribution and its impact
cs the lives of students and the
community-at-large How might
the intellectual growth of students
be measured from the beginning of
the freshman year to graduation
How can the value added as
pects of college experience be as
sessed Have students as group
kept pace with others in the coun
try What local factors appear
to account for their comparative
Dr William Bracy professor of
English announced that next fall
he will be offering course in
Twentieth Century Irish Drama in
the Major Seminar in English En
70 This seminar is offered as
either course in literary theory
or as study of problems in litera
ture and literary background
Irish Drama will be the special
topic for the latter of the two op
tions
Dr Bracy explains Ireland has
produced since the late seventeenth
century surprisingly large num
ber of major dramatists of English
literature such as William Con
greve George Farquhar Richard
Steele Richard Sheridan Oliver
Goldsmith Oscar Wilde
Shaw and others But until the
end of the nineteenth century they
gravitated to London
Irish drama as distinctive de
velopment both in English and
Gaelic begins at the turn of the
last century The major figures
are William Butler Yeats John
Millington Synge and Sean 0-
Casey Associated with them in
the development of the famous
Abbey Theatre in Dublin were
Lady Augusta Gregory also dis
tinguished playwright William and
Frank Fay who established the
acting and production styles of the
renowned Abbey players and la
ter dramatists such as Padraic
Colmn Lennox Robinson St John
Ervine Paul Vincent Carroll and
Brendan Behan Northern Ireland
lead or lag What is the most ef
fective way of sharing this infor
mation with students and the rest
of the academic community and
boards of control Would infor
mation of this kind be helpful in
preparation for accrediation visits
How have groups of students with
different characteristics scholastic
preparation and matriculation cri
teria fared Do their relative
achievement levels suggest re
evaluation of some present pro
grams or point to the development
of new ones
Studies relating grade point av
erages with that of Undergraduate
Records will provied students and
other interested members of the
college community with more pre
cise information on which to base
judgments about their progress
and that of their Institution
The tests are designed to cover
the basic principles of the subjects
and include many questions requir
ing appication of these principles
The tests therefore do not merely
measure factual knowledge but
rather evaluate the students ana
lytical ability in using factual
knowledge to solve problems un
derstand relationships and inter
pret the type of material
with
which the college must deal Ques
tions calling for specific informa
tion are combined with questions
requiring an interpretation of ma
terial presented by graphs tables
charts and financial statements
Students are not expected to be
familiar with the entire subject
matter of any test but for the
sake of insuring the evaluative va
lidity of these tests students are
urged to take them seriously and
do their best
Dr William Bracy professor
of English to oiler couse in
Irish drama
has also produced some good play
wrights in recent years such is
Brian Friel whose plays have hed
success in London and New York
Since 1960 Dublin has sponsored
an important annual theatre festi
val with one of its major objectives
the promotion and productioa of
new pays and playwrights
Among the special problems
and background materials for sem
inar study are the Celtic traditions
and political background of Ire
land The myths and legends of
the ancient Irish people provide in
teresting subject matter for the
drama and the nationalist move
ment revolutionary activities and
aftermaths of armed revolt still
continue today The history and
background of the Abbey Theatre
open rioting at productions such as
Synges Playboy of the Western
Parents Weekend will officially
begin on Friday March 10 with
special production of William
Shakespeares As Yoa Like It
at p.m in the Little Theater
Registration and Coffee Hour
will be held on Saturday
March 11 from to 10 am in the
Castle After the reception Dr
John Bunting chairman of the
Beaver Board of Trustees will ad-
dress the Honors Convocation at
11 n.m in Murphy hapel
Author of The Hicklen Face of
Free Enterprise 1964 Dr Bunt-
ing has also written numerous
articles for the Atlantic Monthly
Harvard Business Review and other
business and financial publications
Dr Bunting received his bachelor
of science and masters degree in
business administration and ccc-
nomics in 1950 and 1952 respec
tively from Temple University In
1969 he received his doctorate
in business administration from
Saint Josephs College and in the
following year his doctorate of law
at Temple University
Dr Bunting was lecturer at
Temple University in economics
from 1956 to 1960 He was guest
lecturer for several other universi
ties namely the University of
Pennsylvania Dartmouth College
and Franklin and Marshall College
At the anise time he was lee-
turer for numerous conferences of
bankers and businessmen through-
out the Third Federal Reserve dis
trict Meanwhile he held positions
in the Federal Reserve Banks of
Philadelphia and in 1962 he be-
came vice-president Then in
1964 he became the vice-president
and economist of the First Phila
deiphia Banking and Trust Com
pany of which he became the
chairman this year
member of various boards
World and OCaseys Plough and
the Stars all add interest to the
study of the dramatists and their
plays stated Dr Bracy
In addition to the major seminar
Dr Bracy will be instructing the
first semester of British Writers
En 23 which focuses on the ma-
jor poets of English literature
through the Renaissance and Age
of Enlightenment including Chau
cer Spenser Shakespeare Milton
and Swift He stresses its non-
major appeal The course should
not be looked upon just as back-
ground for English majors The
importance of Britain as major
force in the modern world is re
fleeted dynamically through the
great poetry and prose of these
writers The course therefore
should have great deal of inter
est for students of history govern
ment philosophy and other disci
plines
Another English coarse designed
primarily as non-major elective
for students interested in an in
troduction to world drama with
combination of reading and writ
ing will be the Studies in Drama
En also offered by Dr Bracy
Such great plays as Sophocles
Electra Euripedes Trojan Women
Shakespeares Hamlet Brechts
Mother Courage and Her Children
Shaws and .Anouilhs Saint Joan
plays Ibsens Ghosts Chekhovs
Cherry Orchard and Williams
Streetcar Named Desire will be
studied
committees and clubs Dr Bunting
is also the director of the City
Stores Company trustee of
several universities the Philadel
phia Museum of Art Police Ath
letic League and WHYY Inc Phil-
adelphia affiliate of National Edu
cation Television He is currently
the president of the Delaware
Valley Council on Economic Eclu
cation and chairman of the board
of the 1976 Bicentennial Corpora-
tion
After the Honors Convocation
buffet luncheon will follow from
12 15 to 30 p.m in the dining
hail
The Beaver Freshman The
Beaver Student The Beaver Grad-
uate will be the topic of discus-
sion for the Circle of Beaver Par-
ents annual meeting presided over
by chairman James Fl Hughes
Held also on Saturday in the Little
Theatre from 145 to 230 p.m
Michelle Bell senior and the past
clialinian of the student senate
will act as moderator Other pan-
elists are Florence Plummer
Dean of Students Margaret
Davis Assistant Dean of Students
and Nancy Gilpin Director of
Career Planning and Placement
Following this several faculty
members will be giving open-house
lectures from 245 to 345 p.m
in the Boyer Hall of Science
The First Pennsylvania Banks
recruiting service will be visiting
the Beaver College campus tomor
row March in search of senior
mathematics majors interested in
assignments in management train
big and developmnt The jobs are
available in Philadelphia
The Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania recruiters are visiting
the Beaver College campus on
Thursday March 16 with an in
terest in interviewing junior mathe
the Spruance Art Center
Arthur Breyer chairman of the
chemistry and physics departn1ents
will speak on Pollution and the
Layman William Frabizio
chairman of the music department
will talk on The Conposer in To-
days World and Peter Moller as-
sistant professor
of English and
Theatre Arts will lecture on Vis
ual Vertigo Or Whats Up Doe
Mr Frabizio will talk on
music department will talk on
The Composer in the Modern
World in the library lecture room
During his lecture Mr Frabizio
will define what an artist is make
comparisons of the past
and pres
ent atmosphere in music and of
the composers
We live in complicated corn-
puter world and thus he explains
why twentieth century music could
hardly be composed as pretty
Rather Mr Frabi2io describes
modern music as harsh because
so often that is the reality
and the
reality is the composers state-
mast and it is through music that
he conveys his philosophy Mr
Frabizio will be demonstrating this
idea with some of bin own music
Lecturing at the same time in
the amphitheatre in Boyer hail
Dr Breyer will give pres
entation of Pollution and the
Layman He will be using
cartoon overview of the problem
of air pollution its nature quas-
tity and effects He will further
contrast nuclear and conventional
power plants and will
discuss
their problems From this he will
go on to selected miscellaneous
pollution problems then finally he
will be presenting selected solu
tions to the problems of pollution
Visual Vertigo Or Whats Up
Doe will be Mr Mollers topic
He will be talking in the Little
Theatre
Mr Moller will start his lecture
with quotation from the film
My Fair Lady Words words
words Im so sick of words He
feels that this is precisely the
temper of the young people and
temper of education today And
though Mr Moller does agi cc that
film is in an advagced stage he
feels that the usage of it as
media is still in its elementary
levels
matics majors for summer employ-
mont in Pittsburgh Harrisburg
and Philadelphia
Bell Labs is interviewing senior
mathematics majors with strong
interest in computer programming
on March 16 Job locations are
in Whippany and Holmdel New
Jersey
Persons interested in any of the
above interviews should sign up
in Ms Gilpins office of Career Dc-
velopment and Guidance
Other poets who have given
readings at Beaver are Mer
win Snodgrass and Adri
enne Rich
The poetry readings are apes-




Beaver To Host Parents
Dr John Bunting chairman of
Beavers Board of Trustees to
address irarents at Honors
Convocation
Bracy Offers Irish Drama Course
by Sue Levitsky
Continued on Page CaL
Bank Recruiting Service
To Visit Here Tomorrow
by Dawn Govan
William Stafford To Read Poems
Another poetry reading will soon pears in his book Allegiasces At
take place at Beaver On April present Mr Stafford is teaching
13 at 30 p.m William Stafford at Lewis and Clark College in Ore-
will read selections of his poetry gon
in the Mirror Room of the Castle
Mr Stafford is best known for
his book of poems Traveling
Throagh the Dark for which he
won the National Book Award in





Academy of Music Broad and Locust Streets
Tuesday March 30 p.m Daniel Barenbom
pianist and Pinthas Zuckernia violinist
Friday March 10 p.m Carmen by the Phila
deiphia Grand Opera Company
Sunday March 12 p.m Andres Segovia e1a.s-
cal guitarist
Tuesday March 14 p.m Tosca by the Phila
deiphia Lyric Opera Company
Hollinger Field Houses West Chester State College
Wednesday March 730 p.m The Maivishnu
Orchestra with John McLaughlin and Taj
Mahui
McOaxter Theatre Princeton New Jersey
Friday March 10 830 p.m Street Scene an
American opera by Kurt Weill
Field House Villanova University
Friciny March 10 p.m Bread and Batdorf
Rodney
Spectrum Broad and Fattison Avenue
Friday March 17 p.m Bench Boys and Its
Beautiful Day
DRAMA
New Locust Street Brond and Locust Streets
March through 19 Play Strindberg
Shubert Theatre 205 South Board Street
March through 11 The Befling of the President
Walnut Street Theatre and Walnut Streets
March through 12 The Rivals with Imogene
Coca
Manning Street Theatre 1520 LOmbard Street
March through 12 Molieres The Misanthrope
Society hull Playhouse 507 South Eight Street
March through 31 Our Town by Thorton Wilder
Bucks County Playhouse New Hope Pennsylvania
March 11 18 24 and 25 830 p.m Once Upon
Mattress
LECTURES
Du Pont Lecture Room Swartlunore College
Thursday March p.m Marxist Economics
An Introductory Course by Lyn Marcus
Friday March 10 p.m Embryology and New-
robiology by professor Jack Cowan of the
University of Chicago
Bond Memorial Room Swarthmore College
Thursday March a.m Black American
Looks at Angela Davis by Jay Parker
YM/YWHA 401 South Broad Street
Sunday March 121 p.m lecture and reading
by Kenneth Koch
Barton hail North Park and Berks Mails Temple
University
Monday March 13 330 p.m On Q.E.D by
Dr Kurt Haller of the University of Con-
necticut
College Union Theatre 20 and Olney Avenue La
Salle College
Tuesday March 14 1230 p.m The Pentagon
Papers and the Centralizing State by Neil
Sheenan who obtained the Pentagon Papers
from the New York Times
EXHIBITIONS
Wilcox Gallery Pearson Theatre Swarthmore College
March through 17 paintings and drawings by
Valerie Hollister
McCabe Ubrary Swartlunore College
March through 31 ceeanhics by Kit-Yin Tieng
Snyder member of the art department of
Swarthmore College
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
March through 16 Dutch Masterpieces
March through April 30 Latin American
Gnaphics
Civic Center Museum 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
March through 19 Philadelphia Water Color
Club
The Custom Frame Shop and Gallery 528 South
Fourth Street
March through April 30 paintings and draw-
ings by Joseph Tiberino and Ellen Powell
Tlbcrino
FllMS
Packard Laboratory Auditorium Lehigh University
Friday March 10 and 30 p.m Genesis IV
Saturday March 11 and 1015 p.m Alice
Tokias
p.m Inherit the Wind
Tuesday March 14 and 930 p.m Planet of
the Apes
Bandbox 30 Arniat Street
March through 11 The Stranger and The
Organizer
March 12 througth 14 and 1025 p.m Manibi
840 p.m Antonio Das Mortes
Parkway
Saturday March 11 11 n.m Grapes of Wrath
Fels Planetarium of Franklin Institute




Satilrday March 11 10 pin The Rules of the
Game by Jean Renoir
To the Editor
For several years our office has
had problem of seniors failing to
show up for scheduled appoint-
ments with employers visiting our
campus to interview prospective
employees This year it has been
major problem We have had six
to eight instances of students
for
getting about an appointment
which they themselves scheduled at
their own convenience
Forgetting to keep scheduled ap
pointment with anyoneemployer
faculty member or administrator
is simply bad manners In the
case of employers however there
are greater ramifications
For one
thing the student will probably
not
be employed In addition there is
the embarrassment to our office
and to the college in general The
recruiting program is sponsored by
our office as service to help our
graduating seniors
find employment
in school districts business or gov
erument agencies It is very dif
ficult to interest employers in corn-
ing to small womens liberal arts
college Once an employer has
come to the college it is unlikely
that he will continue his recruiting
visits when met with such rude-
ness and inconsideration In effect
future Beaver College graduates




The incidents in question are ex
amples of serious problem
at
this college and possibly all col
leges an abdication of responsi
bility on the part of students
Col




they will have later on
in life If






how can she possibly be ready upon
graduation
to handle the much
greater responsibilities
of job and
perhaps later on family
think much of the blame falls
on parents faculty
and adminis
trators Do we let students exper
ience the consequences
of their ac-
tions or decisions or do we protect
them from those consequences
The saddest fact of all is that
it
is the student who suffers in the




even seek it out before graduation
from college she will probably
fail
somewhere in her job in her mar-
riage in her
relationships with
others have seen it happen
among our own graduates
and it is
sad to see Many of you reading
this may say to yourselves but
it is only minority
of students
only few And yet this is the





Career Planning and Placement
To the Editor
As an alumna of Beaver and an
admissions representative for my
area receive and read the Beaver
News have become increasingly
disturbed at the tone of many of
the articles editorials and letters
Having three teenage daughters
one of whom is college sopho
more does not make me an author-
ity on all of the problems and is-
sues facing the youth of today
However several times have ob
served in your paper what would
refer to as emotional immaturity
in print The negative attitudes
amaze me have the impression
that the students arent going to
be happy at Beaver unless they
have their own way Does the de
sire for 24 hour parietals make it
attractive for abortion purveyors
to advertise in the Beaver News
People dont advertise unless they
your parents allow you the privi
lege of etnertaining men in your
rooms at home
Why shouldnt the Board of
Trustees have more to say in run-
ning the college than you You
are there to get an education not
to run an institution have been
contributing to Beaver since grad-
uation and so has the corporation
my husband works for so maybe
we houid have say in the policies
of the college For that matter
your parents
contribute to your
education so lets add them to the
group
The Beaver campus is not unique
in the aforementioned attitudes but
why not try and see some of the
good things in life laugh at your-
selves once in awbile and have
some fun You chose Beaver
Sincerely
Peg Carnahan Keeler 1947
Mrs Owen Floyd Keeler Jr
390 Merriweather Road
Grosse Pointe Michigan 48236
Cottee Court QuestioneI
To the Editor
With 24-hour parietals being an





lack of their presence
Within our
social code
Tuesday night one of my male
friends came over for what was
supposed to be
brief social visit
We began talking and watching
T.V and completely lost track of
time At approximately 12 30 a.m
realized that he had overstayed
the allowed time limit Quickly
he departed from the dorm with
me acting as escort He checked
the dorm door to make sure it was
locked and drove off only to be
stopped by the Beaver security
guard The guard inquired
as to




On Thursday morning was
summoned before the College Court
presided over by Dean Plummer
Dean LeClair Mr Kiockars Dr
Pfaltzgraff Cathy Cole Linda
Se-
ybold and Jackie Davis There
was interrogated with questions
which ranged from Do you real-
ize what you did wrong to
What were you watching on T.V
on the night in question was
appalled by both the questions
asked and the mediocre treatment
received It reminded me of
kangaroo court often seen on many
T.V soap operas
It amazed me that the court was
asked whether or not there were any
questions
without inquiring wheth
er or not wished to ask anything
In the end the penalty was handed
down to me without any considera
tions given to my opinions
Hopefully in the future
the Col
lege Court
will ask more relevant
questions and give more considera
tion to the student on trial
Beth Sedlak
The Fanny Hawkins Me-
morial Scholarship program is now
accepting applications for
scholar-
ship funds The scholarships
of
$200 per year which were created
by the Main Line Business and
Professional Womens Club is
available to any qualified woman
who desires additional education to
further or develop her business
career and is preferably over
twenty-one
To secure an application persons
interested and eligible Should send
written request to Miss Claire
Stryoharz Chairman Box 35 Port
Kennedy Pennsylvania 19463
Completed applications must be
postmarked no later than April
and will be screened and personal
interviews will be Scheduled
Page Two
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The Beaver News is weekly publication by and
or Beaver students and does not necessarily reflect
the opinion of tiRe college or stzident body
e1linj 2own to
After reading all of the superbly written
letters urging that Peter Moller be re-instated
see pages four and five didnt feel that
there was anything could add Yet in
thinking it over find myself feeling ter
ribly proud of the students who wrote these
letters signed the petition and have per-
sisteritly been working behind the scenes
In my four years at Beaver have never
seen such loyalty and devotion directed to-
ward any prcfessor and think the greatest
possible tribute has been paid to Peter
Even though maintain that his re
instatement is of tremendous importance the
more over-riding consideration is how the
English department and the administration
will react to the outpouring of concern on
the part of the student body One of the
most fundamental assets of school such as
Beaver is that all parties be receptive to the
needs of each other students to faculty
faculty to administration administration to
students faculty to students administration
to faculty etc
Yet up to now this very receptiveness
and responsiveness has not taken place All
of the people involved with this decision have
been personally approached by me and sev
eral other students The entire administra
tion and English department are fully aware
of how the students and many faculty mem
bers feel But these overtures have by and
large been ignored and no positive action has
been taken by anyone
have seen too many programs and de
sires of the faculty and administration be
realized to buy the line that theres nothing
can do The act of re-instatement cannot
and must not be left to chance The senti
ment repeated in all of the letters is that
Beaver has too much to lose if it loses Peter
The college has been forewarned hope for
its sake that it considers the prophecy
seriously
___4 Chance lo Cualuale
Time after time Beaver students have been
k.nown to complain about not getting the oppor
tunity to evaluate teachers Yet when We are
offered the chance to assist in the selection of the
recipients for the Lindback Awards by giving ap
praisals we pass up the chance by strewing the
evaluation heets all over the mailroom
Today and tomorrow are the last days to submit
evaluations the Lindbaok Awards for Distin
guished Teaching These awards to be given in
amounts of not less than $500 nor more than 1OOO
are given to individual members of the teaching
staff and are presented at Honors Convocation dur
ing Parents Weekend Dr Gates who will make
the final decision ha asked for student-teacher
evaluations in order to aid him in his selection
Any teaching skill may be described good lecture
presentation specific assignment or any teaching
that assists in gaining understanding and meaning
of the course
Students who have already discarded their evalu
ation sheets may anorLyrnously assess teacher
on plain sheet of paper and send it to the presi
dents QtIice in sealed envelope via the school mail
This is an important decinin Help Dr Gates
maie it
Anyone wishing to send get-well card to
Mra Ethel MCIntOh college operator can ad-
dress cards hej c/c Frankeld 91t Limekiln
Pik Doylwn PnnsylYania 18901 have reason to believe there will be qualified applicants Schola.r
demand for their product Do will be awarded In June
Approximately 20 Beaver Col
lege student teachers do not know
where they will be living aid 37
do not know where they will be
dining during the sceond week of
spring vacation April 3-7
The girls involved in the in-
ternsltip program of the education
department of Beaver College
must return one week early from
spring vacation Most of the pub-
lie schools where the interns are
practice teaching have only the
week of March 27-31 off The edu
cation department does not believe
that the continuuity of the student
teachers lessons should be dis
ruted by the second week of the
Beaver vacation
In former years interns were
permitted to have full spring va
cation The co-operating teacher
took over the interns lessons while
the intern was vacationing
The problem of residence and
dining facilities arose when interns
Objected to plans laid down by Dr
Norman Miller chairman of the
education department The mern
orandum sent to the interns on
February 14 said that during the
week of April 3-7 security risks
At dinner on February 15 the
Beaver College Mathematics Hon
orary Society inducted ftve new
members Wendy Miller 72
Vickey Nelson 73 Ann Binghani
74 Cindy Haun 74 and Vicki
Ovis 74 Each inductee was
given certificate and copy of
the Soeietys constitution
Michele Weinstein president of
the society spoke about the clubs
project for this year The mem
bers of the society are planning to
take survey of the math alum-
nae from the past four years
Questionnaires will be sent inquir
ing about the alumnaes present
jobs the training from their jobs
and whether the Beaver math pro-
gram provides adequate prepara
tion for employment This in.for
mation will be compiled and be
available to senior math majors
seeking employment after gradua
tion
Each of the members was chosen
by the society on the basis of their
by Ireie Ileifran
demanded thst only Heinz HaJ.l
could be used for housing purposes
The 24 interns living in dormitor
lea other than Heinz were to either
bunk over at day students
home for the week or live with an
intern who rooms in Heinz
Arrangement of meals was called
stickier than that for the rooms
Dr Miller suggested that the ens
jest option from the college view-
point would .be to secure..
meals off campus as the dining
room staff would be preparing only
the noon meal for employees who
work here during vacation If din-
ner were to be prcwlded charge
would be necessary
The interns object to all of the
proposals in the memorandum
Kappa Delta Fi the education
honorary sciety held an open meet-
big to air the grievances of the in-
volved interns The result of the
meeting was the drawing up of
four proposals interns would
stay in their oorn rooms food
service would be provided
doctor would be on call sad
Dr Miller would provide solution
to the problem by March the
first day of student teaching
Wendy Gston president of
qualifications To be eligible each
had to have 2.0 average in math
1.75 overall cumulative average
and had to imve or must be pres
ently taking Calculus In Math
24
Present at the dinner to honor
the girls were three faculty
members of the math department
Dr Mouiton Mrs Moulton and
Mr McLean and the members
of the club
NEW MEMBERS OF PS cm
At dinner held in the Fac
ulty Chat on February 22 the
Psi Clii National Honorary So-
ciety InitiaLed eleven new mom-
bers into the group
The new members are Shel
icy Marged Susan Grandt Mar-
Ia De Mesquita Rayna Mosko
vitz Joyce Dukes Martha
Chavis Ellen Banash Jan
Marks Mickey De GrafT Agnes
Slevin and Andrea Stein
The advisor for this society
Ls Dr Barbara Nodine
Kappa Delta P1 and one of the
involved interns said that the girls
recognize their responsibility to
the
children in the cla.room But
they also feel that they are
sin-
dents and want their vacations
Since the student teachers mnst
return early from vacation they
feel that they are enitled to the
accomxnodatiofls to which they are
accustomed during the rest of the
school year
The girLs were unaware of the
shortened vacation period when
they chose the semester they wouid
student teach They were not in-
formed of the living and dining ac-
commodations until the February
14 memorandum
The girls must comply with the
ruling of the college and the public
school vacation period They are
bound by contract the Intern-
ship Agreement which says that
the individual will obey the regu
lations of the involved Institutions
Wendy Galston said that it was
irksome that spring vacation
was so near and that nothing yet
has been dcided upoxL She and
the other 36 interns think that the
problem should have been planned
out before It arose
was recently granted an inter-
view with the noted Rogius profes
sor of digestion Bummer
who Is warden of Mis Dull College
Oxford and author of the contro
versial book Beyond Flatulence
and Satiety
Question Dr Bummer how cUd
you arrive at your theory mean
scientists we all know from the
recently published memoirs of 1111-
cia Apfelcart Albert Einsteins
masseuse are of course human be-
ings lieh-heh not robots and they
often arrive at their thscove1es
accidentally as it were so to
speak
Answer Exactly mean of
course there is human and per-
sonal side to my arrival at objec
tive truth Seven years ago on
Friday afternoon had been work-
ing all day with my rats and mice
and was very tired when arrived
home late for dinner and saw my
family that is my wife and
three sons eating their meal
Nothing remarkable about that
but they were eating spaghetti and
were having terrible time of it
my wife had some sauce on her left
earlobe two of my sons had sauce
on their ascots and my third son
had just dropped forkful of spa-
ghetti into the vase of freshly-cut
tigerlilies How disgusting
thought and what waste of
time And from that time on Sir
devoted myself to discovering
way in which man could be pre
vented from eating
Question May ask you if its
possible for you to explain your
theories about the prevention of
eating Dr Bununer realize
that it might be difficult to explain
such things to the average barber
sinte senator or taxiderniist not
to mention your ordinary run-of-
the-mill philatelist
The Planned Parenthood Associ
ation of Southeastern Pennsylvania
will be presenting series of Col
lege Workshops on Human Sexu
salty during March and April
every Tuesday
These workshops will be divided
into two parts The morning sos-
sions 10 a.m to 12 noon will be
general lectures and open to all
without charge The efternoon
sessions to p.m offering
techniques skills and experiences
in effective communication with
others however will require pre
registration which includes $20
fee Furthermore this core group
will be limited to 20 people
The program includes
Psychosexual Development
March Penn Morton Col
lagos MacMorland Center Red
Lounge 14 and Ohestnut
chester
Relationships Intimacy and
Lifestyles March 14 Philadel
phia College of Art Main
Building Conference Room
Broad and Pine Streets
Human Sexual Response
March 21 University of Penn-
by Stephen Miller
4tnswer Well will try but
understand this is only an explan
ation for the layman we scientists
are required to use three.syflable
words to explain the same phe
nomena have invented what
call in all modesty the Bummer
Box named after my greatgrand
father Elijah Bummer who in-
vented the portable doorknob In
this box person is reinforced
highly technical term that is dif
ficuit to explain so that he will
grow to dislike food Briefly when
he gets hungry he presses button
that supposedly wi bring him
food but all he sees are pictures
flashed on the wall of his box
pictures of people puking belch-
ing eating spaghetti like my three
sons and other rather disgusting
sights that Id nather not mention
Im rather squeamish you know
He will soon give up pressing this
button and will turn to another
which when he presses it will of
fer him variety of pills that he
can swallow with glass of water
These pills will relieve his hunger
and will also satisfy his bodys
minimal daily requirements as do-
termined by Messrs Kellogg and
Wheaties In their famous experi
month at Battle Creek Michigan
Qustion Thank you Dr Bum-
mer But why if may ask is
eating really so bad aside of
course from the way it wastes
time Dont you think that you
might have over reacted to that
spaghetti Surely the eating of
kumquats doesnt produce such
mess
sylvania Haruweli House 3820
Locust Walk
Religion and Human Sexuality
March 28 Drexel University
Drexel Activities Center
southwest corner 32 and Ghost-
nut StreetS
Birth Control and Sterilization
April Planned Parenthood
2402 Spruce Street
Abortion and Problem Frog-




Venereal Disease April 18
Planned Parenthood 2402
Spruce Street
Sexual Concerns of College
StudentS April 25 Temple
University Counseling Center
Sullivan Hall Park and 3erks
Mall
Pat Smith director of residence
who is participating in the after-
noon sessions wjlI use the infor
mation for the Resident Assistants
Program in which the girls eon-
cerned will be given as much in-
formation as poible involving
their future pOSitiOflS
Answer Yes you have point
there although Im not to famil
iar with the literature on kuin
quats But the worst thing about
eating is not its ugh basic din-
gustingnese but the
fact that it
will cause either an ecologIcal din-
aster or political catastrophe
And it may even cause world-
wide epidemic Let me explain
Ecologically we are devouring our
planet Of course many things
grow back again wheat alfalfa
the maraschinO cherry but what
about all the boxes tin car.s and
bottles that are used to package
this food And what about oil the
fuel that is used to heat this food
up
Question You have point
there Dr Bwnmer Listen oQok
with sterno How much more ster
no is there loft in the world But
suppose thats not your field
Answer No it isnt and if
may continue pleasO Politically
the ingestion of fOod is disaster
because cultures hate each other
as result of their different food
habits the rico-eaters hate the
wheat-eaters the beef-eaters
hate
the porl-eaterS the wino-drinkers
look down on the pepsi-drinkers
and so OL
Question Yes thats true
cant stand people who drink mar-
tinla with their cream of wheat
Answer So you can see that all
these ountrary and confusing eating
habits make for chaotic world
And also for world that is al-
Continued on Page CoL
Tuesday March 1972
Student Teachers Facing Dilemma
BEAVER NEWS Page Three
Planned Parenthood Offers
College Series on Sexuality
Clubs Hold Induction
For New Members Beyond
Flatulence and Satiety




That Smoke Pretty ad makes me furious Whoever made
that up knows where the money isfewer women than men are
quitting But they wont get rich over my dead body
want to be teacher How can discourage kids from
smoking when smoke
know my fathers been trying to quit How can he vith
me still puffing away
want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again Ive had it
with nicotine hang-over in the mornings
The thing that appeals to me most is If you quit for good
in most cases it can be as if you never smoked
Somewhere in the back of my head Ive been nursing the
illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men Ive just
seen the latest statistics The death rate for women who smoke
more than 20% higher than for women who dont Weve come






can be set up on an







Take Your Break With Us
1Ip
BuY ROYAL BtY I/ CmOK
GetOne GetOne
FREE FREE
March thru 14 21
Good at Glenside Shoppe Only
240 Eaaton Read
Now all you need is help and encouragement Send postcard
today to Women and Smoking Rockville Md 20852 And well
send some free booklets to help and encourage you
us Department of Health Education and Welfare
This space contributed as public service and caring help
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Hell No __We Don Want Moller To Go
To the Editor
write this letter with regret
that it has become necessary and
with the hope that it may give
few people some more things to
consider before they make the
final decision to replace Mr Moller
When learned that Mr Moller
had been given terminal con-
tract and woukl therefore be leav
ing at the end of this year was
stunned Since then have been
asking everyone could for an ex
planation and quite frankly when
the bunk wat passed to someone
else the rationalizations received
were not satisfactory
The rst reason given me was
lack of money If that was true
then why are others being inter-
viewed to fill the position Mr Mol
ler will be vaeating This was
evaded with the answer that in or-
der to hire someone to fill Mr
Theodores enipty position some-
one in the EngILh department had
to be cut and Mr Moller was
eected The necessity of cutting
Mr Moller from the English de
partment in order to hire re
placement for Mr Theodore is ab
solutely ridiculous because Mr
Moller is presently doing Theo
dores job and better venture to
add then the prospective replace-
ments now being interviewed prob
ably could
The next reason given me was
that Mr Moller is not qualified to
rim the theatre department Two
words constitute my reply to that
but Ill be polite and present my
reasons for believing such an ex
planation to be ill founded First
of all dont know how anyone ac-
quainted with the University of
Pennsylvanias Ainnenberg School
of Communications from which
Mr Moller received his masters
degree can question his academic
background in the communications
arts Annenberg offers one of the
most rigorous communications pro-
grams in the country know this
because Ive considered applying
there for graduate study only
hesitate to apply there because Im
reluctant to go to school with so
overwhelmingly academic an ap
proach to communications studies
and so it seems especially ironic
that Mr Mollers academic prepa
ration should be questioned True
Mr Moller has no doctorate but
in field like theatre arts practi
cal experience is far more impor
tant than academic preparation
As for practical experience Im
only touching the surface when
mention that Mr Moller has won
playwriting awarcts for his own
plays he has had experience doc
toring plays in need of help on
their Philadelphia trial runs and
has worked witlL many community
theatres in the area both as di-
rector and actor in addition to
having been president of the Thea-
tre Association of Pennsylvania
Besides his experience in live
theatre Mr Moller has worked in
radio and on documentary films
for television All of this experi
once has kept him vitally in touch
with whats going on today in the
theatre and in the mass media
think teaOher like Mr Moller
who instead of being merely
student of what others have done
in the past and has been person-
ally involved in other media as well
as traditional theatre is an inval
uable asset to Beavers theatre de
partment because contemporary
theatre cannot be understood with-
out an awareness of the impact
made upon it by film and tele
vision
For this reason someone with
the type of experience Mr Moller
has had is much better equipped to
prepare theatre majors for theatre
work outside than someone with
more traditional background in
theatre and theres lot more to
theatre than Ibsen Chekhov and
Stanislauskis method of acting
Ive been told that the English de
partment wants to let Mr Moller
go in favor of someone who could
teach course on styles in theatre
Such teacher will doubtle have
Shortcomings elsewhere in his qual
ifications and it seems to me you
dont need profeor with doc
torate to tell you that the direction
and acting for Ibsens Hedda Gafr
ler requires completely different
approach than that for Genets The
Bakony Such course doesnt
need to be taught separately be-
cause its already an inextricable
part of the modern drama Shake-
speare play production and acting
technique courses Losing some-
one with Mr Mollers creative tal
eats and dedication to Beavers
theatre department Is an awfully
big price to pay for style In
theatre course and honestly dont
think the English department will
be able to find someone else with
Mr Mollers solid academic back-
ground and wide range of practical
experience who will also be as per-
ceptive teacher and have the
same rapport with the students
that Mr Moller does wonder if
his prospective successor
will be so
good that over half of the students
on campus would sign petition
and many others would care
enough to talk with and write let-
ters th the administration the
English department and Ms At-
wood in an attempt to keep him
Some of the people Ive talked to
have said Yes we all know that
fine teacher doesnt amount to
hill of beans when weighed against
doctorate It doesnt seem right
however that few people who
have never seen teacher in action
in the classroom can tell the stu
dents who have learned great
deal from him that hes not quail-
fled Its the students and ulti
mately the whole English depart-
ment who will suffer if Mr Moller
is replaced by real turkey who
looks great on paper but cant
teach his way out of paper bag
feel very fortunate that was
able to take three courses with Mr
Moller and to tell you how much
learned from those three courses
would require another letter the
length of this one Maybe those
who feel that Mr Moller isnt
qaulified to run the theatre depart-
ment werent impressed with his
knowledge and creative manner of
teaching but was In high school
absolutely hated English but
enjoyed Mr Mollers English so
much that have since taken
twelve English courses From
talking with friends know that
Im not the only one who was sim
ilarly influenced
Another important example of
Mr Moilers contribution to the
department was the huge enroll-
meat in his film course last semes
ter Contrary to what some people
believe most of the students who
signed up for film did so because
of their interest in such an impor
tant and interesting subject and
on the strength of Mr Mollers
reputation for being terrific
teacher not because they thought
it was going to be easy Indeed
anyone who has ever had course
with Mr Moller knows that hes
not easy If the English depart-
mont is concerned about its drop-
ping enrollment due to the de
creased requirements then think
it should seriously consider the
fact that there are probably more
non-English majors who have
taken courses from Mr Moller than
from anyone else in the depart-
meat Indeed glance at some of
the names on the petition will show
that if the English department lets
disservice not only to itself but to
Beaver College as whole
Something else that should be
considered is that Mr Moiler is
one man public relations office for
Beaver One of his students in
the contemporary theatre course
wrote paper on community thea-
tres and In writing it contacted
many community theatres in this
area the minute she said Bea
ver College they asked about Mr
Moller and were very enthusiastic
in praise of his work From prac
tical experience know how sur
prised and impressed members of
the faculty and students from my
high school were with the reafly
right on for theres no other
word to express it performance
given there several years ago by
Mr Mollers Ainwick Players
Unfortunately Beaver still hasnt
shaken its old reputation in this
area as tea party school but if
Beaver hopes to overcome that im
age think its almost suicidal to
let man like Mr Moller go who
through his personal involvement
in the Philadelphia area has done
more to change peoples notions of
Beaver College than all our cata
logs and brochures ever could
Those are but few of the rea
Sons wily feel that Mr Moller is
not only quaiifled to run Beavers
theatre department but also an
important asset to the whole
school There are more but Im
getting tired of writing as ima
gine youre tired of reading what
you already know
When expressed my dissatis
faction with the financial and pro-
fessional explanations for Mr Mol
brs being given terminal con-
tract and again asked why
was told its confidential It
seems its not only in Kafkas
world that all whys are answered
with its confidential or silence
What is most terrifying to me
about this whole thing is that even
at small college like Beaver as
in Kafkas world everything has
been reduced to paper and the hu
man factor left out
This is my last year at Beaver
If it is to be Mr Mollers last as
well then Ill leave greatly disil
lusioned with the priorities of
school which has given so little to
man who has given so much
hope hell leave at least knowing
that his students cared enough to





There are very few things per-
son at Beaver College feels
moved to write the Beaver News
about More often than not the
moment passes or one usually finds
another persons letter says all
there is to say plus some
However in the Case of Peter
Moller Want to add my two
cents to the already burgeoning
pile of letters on your desk
had Mr Mollers film course
last semester the only other Eng
lih course have elected to take
past the two required Literature
and Expression courses my fresh-
man year and always have
liked English courses can Un-
equivocably state it was one of
the very few courses have taken
at Beaver College which was in-
teresting informative and vital to
today Surpristhgly it was
course where the material itself
opinion Sure we knew what Mr
Mollers approach to film was
but he asked us in his own quiet
way to formulate our own ap
proach to film In other words
we learned lot and were allowed
to think on our own novel ex
perience at Beaver College That
is hell of lot for one course and
one professor to do in one se
mester
For my money an education
ought to mean more than an ivory-
towered doctors parting the wa
ters and leading the uneducated
masses to the promised bachelor of
arts land then rushing home after
their three classes Beaver Col
lege happens to be too small to
entertain such grandiose and
frankly outdated notions This is
not Cambridge Oxford or some
marnmouth computerized circus
called university Therefore the
implications of replacing or some-
thing to that effect fine pro-
fessor like Peter Moller the very
essence of whose teaching is stu
dent-teacher interaction are clear
for the future of Beaver College as
an ecfucationaZ institution
Finally some of the people read-
ing this letter will automatically
assume that know Mr Moller
well and that personal friendship
is what prompted me to write this
letter want to dispel that no-
tion professor need not be
personal friend to gain respect
from student It is there by vir




This letter is written in appreci
ation to really fantastic profes
sor and friend Mr Peter Moller
Hopefully Beaver College will real-
ize what it is losing if Mr Moller
leaves can only speak for ray-
self but thinking it over the re
lationship most important in
small college like Beaver is that
one-to-one relationship of student
to instructor That is what the
following list is all about
singing and writing Mr Moller
had reviewed my poetry and pci-
ished my writing
In my acting technique
course Mr Moller taught me the
importance of stage presence
In the Germantown Conunun
ity Theatre production of The In-
nocents an adaptation of Henry
James The Turn of the Screw
directed by Mr Molier in 1970
received my ærst tastes of them-
atic music composition
Mr Moller was responsible
in recommending me to WFILs the
Word Around Us daily chil
drens television program Through
his help and interest worked as
singer and songwriter for two
years This job helped me to fin-
ance my way through Beaver
Mr Moller has also recommended
me and has been responsible for
other singing engagements have
obtained
Mr Moller was responsible
for recommending me to the Phil-
adeiphia production of Man of La
Mancha
Even though am not an
English major or theatre major
Mr Moller has acted as my faculty
advisor in my individualized ma-
jor international studies and in
the Honors program Time and
again he has given me benefirial
advice in my course selection
course work and school activities
Good friends of mine took
Mr Moliers course in film and
since that time they have not let
me watch television film in peace
without interrupting with corn-
ments about technical changes for
example fading in and out
When student can utilize class-
room knowledge outside of the
classroom without effort she has




If anyone thinks this list is too
individualized and doesnt apply to
Beaver in general theyre right
But as said before individual in-
terest and attention are supposed
to be characteristics of small col
loge
And the amazing thing about
all of the above is that am but
one of many who Peter Moller has
Ann Stier
helped in so many ways
Knowing my interests in
Peace
Lisa FL Layne




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































be turned into shruggers by Mr
Mollers absence protest the re-
placement of Mr Moller or any
professor of his quality
Sarah Lang 1972
To the Editor
We are freshmen who have
worked closely with the Theatre
Playshop this year and are deeply
concerned with the future of the
theatre department Mr Moller is
an excellent teacher of theatre
arts and has had many years of
experience in theatres and summer
stock
The administration should be
more concerned with the demon
strated ability than with the writ
ten recommendation and qualifica
tions of any other candidate for
the position Considering the facil
ities and the number of interested
students we feel that Mr Moller
should be greatly commended for
his work in the Little Theatre
In conclusion we recommend
that you reverse your decision
about Mr Moller and expand the
theatre arts department so that
more high school seniors will ap






Tuesday March 1972 Page Ave
To the Editor
Over 500 students and faculty members have signed the following petition to
express their concern about the action which has been taken involving Mr Peter
Moller Copies of the petition have been presented to Dr Gates Dr Gray Dr
Hint on and Dean LeClair Although they all expressed great concern we have
received no response May we have an answer now
Jill Seltner Iris Berman and Diane Taylor
We the undersigned feel that the fact that the contract of Mr Peter Moller
was not renewed is unjustified in light of his qualifications his dedication to and
interest in the students and the college the high regard with which he and the
courses he teaches are held by students and faculty and the contributions he has
made to theatre on campus We feel that the loss of Mr Molier would be highly
injurious to the future of the theatre department We also feel that students should
be involved in the decision-making processes of this college that involve them
Letters Reflect Feelings
Towards Peter Moller
To the Editor to the same end When he was my
instructor in freshman English
Mr Moller often made me angry
but he always made me think
Through his individual approach
Mr Moller has succeeded as an
educator He has achieved the ma
jor objective of education the
stimulation of thought Beavers
educational quality and integrity
as an institution of higher learn




Seniors seem to develop over
three years of shared reactions to
their good bad or indifferent aca
demic experience quick and lethal
means of communicating course
and professor evaluations Shrug
and smirk equals gut course nod
with raised eyebrow probably
means tough curriculum worth
sacrificing few weekends for
while grimace denotes dont
waste your last semester hassling
over it attitude Mr Mollers
film course paralyzed many in the
midst of their body language
how to express unqualified excite
ment about fascinating course
and interested teacher with dis
may over the fact that neither may
return to spur seniors on soph
omores for that matter out of an
often justifiable academic apathy
Introduction to FUn is the only
course Ive had with Mr Moller
regret not having had him for
theatre or communications because
the primary result of my semester
in his class was the development of
curiosity about the subject be
yond what we discussed and
learned in our meetings so con
sider the course first and essen
tial step in learning process
for
which now have the basics to
continue research and interest on
my own While many professors
act to discourage enthusiasm
about their topic Mr Moller by
his careful and studied answers to
questions by his own provoking
questions about
film and its rela
tion to our phenomenal twentieth
century lives and through his clear
logical presentation of material
served to ignite real concern about
the cinema subject which we in
the film generation had generally
taken for granted
As students in the Honors Pro-
gram we are extremely upset over
the English departments decision
to replace Mr Moiler It is our
understanding that the English de
partment is replacing him because
it feels that he is not as qualified to
teach the courses in Beavers the-
atre department as well as some-
one with doctorate and more
traditional background of studies
in theatre Each one of us has
taken either theatre course or an
Honors Colloquium with Mr Mol
ler indeed some of us have taken
many courses with him and we
certainly dont feel that he was not
qualified to teach us In fact we
consider ourselves lucky to have
had the opportunity to take courses
with such an excellent teacher who
always has something special to
offer his students either in the
way of creative projects to puzzle
imagination over or the many per-
ceptive observations he makes to
touch off and keep class discus-
sions going
One of the main problems the
Honors Program faces is the dat-
ficulty of finding enough faculty
members who can offer courses
which spark the interest necessary
to attract good students and who
are versatile enough to lead col
loquia comprised of students from
such varied fields Mr Moller in
having taught five very popular
colloquia deserves great deal of
the credit or making the Honors
Program the success that it is
The success of the Honors Pro
gram to which Mr Moller has con
tributed so much is essential if
Beaver hopes to be able to compete
with other schools for the best
students Therefore we urge the
English department to reconsider
before it trades man who has
proven himself to be valuable
teacher and who in giving so much


























Over many months students
have been working quietly for the
retention of Mr Peter Moller
Most of these efforts have been
either dismissed by those in au
thority or ignored in an impersonal
bureaucratic labyrinth the exist
ence of which is shocking for an
institution as small as Beaver
As result of this it seems that
support for Mr Moller must be
brought to the attention of the en
tire Beaver community
In my opinion and in the opinion
of many Beaver students Mr Mol
ler is an inspiring instructor and
an innovative director Any one
who doubts his qualifications should
examine his record of practical cx
perience and results If it is his
methods that are being criticized
then it would appear that profes
sorial individualism is being dis
couraged on Beavers campus For
believe that an instructor is like
an artist there are so many ways
One cannot comment on the con
tent of the play as it remains
Shakespearian cla.ssic The dia
Ioue is brisk and refreshing with
erisp wit intertwined within each
scene which raised the quality of
the play even higher It is because
of this classic finery that wish
to congratulate Mr Peter Moler
on the fine direction of the play
The production of the play is
done with the utmost of finesse
The lively singing accomplishes the
days of yore mood The stage
decorations and costumes as usual
are very imaginative and blend in
well with the mood the play re
qures In summary all three ac
complish the goal set before them
The acting however wastes
much of Shakespeares as well as
Mr Mollers talents As emotion
is the most important factor of the
ways on the brink of an epidemic
trichinosis botulism whatever
even Montezumas Revenge Can
you hnagine what would happen if
there were world-wide epidemic
of Hong Kong Acne notoriously
disagreeable disease So what
propose is that the United Nations
set up series of Bummer Boxes
all over the world to reinforce
people against the eating of food
FOR THEIR OWN GOOD of
course We cant let this repul
sive state of affairs contlnue
myself have given up food and eat
play it is ironic to find that
number of the actors remain emo
tionless throughout its progress
They give the impression of the
presence of cue cards
somewhere
in the obscure wings of the stage
This lack of emotion is further su
perceded by the constant stumbling
and tripping over words This play
is difficult understood but this
sloppiness leaves the viewer more
then bit hopeful for the ap
preachment of tIie final scene
Amidst this desolation there Is
little gem It sparkles like
dlamond among dull pieces of
glass That little gem is Susan
Boulmetis It is her refreshing
talent that holds the viewers at
tention throughout what seems to
be rather sluggish attempt at
classic play Her acting incor
porated with few fleeting mo
ments of other fellow actors are
the life savers of this sinking
ship
have often heard that time
heals all most certainly hope
that it will heal or cure this
play Perhaps the last perform
ance will truly be what all the rest
should and/or could have been
seventy-three different pills day
To make this intake reasonably
pleasant vary it with either hot
or cold water On holidays swal
low the pills with glass of seltzer
Question What if may pre
sume to ask does your family
think of all this
Answer My family have
none My wife divorced me and
she and my three sons have gone
into the frozen lasagna business
Question Thank you Dr Bum
mer for highly salivating uh
mean stimulating interview
musical adaptation of Joe
McGinniss best-selling novel The
Selling of the President Half of
the world said it couldnt
be done
The other half agreed But now it
has been done and everybodys say-
ing it shouldnt have been done
That may be true But judgment
of the musical should not be based
on the novel Its not impossible to
appreciate the musical after hay-
lag read the novel if one realizes
and respects the idiosyncrasies
limitations and differences of the
two mediums
The Selling of the President has
as its basic theme the effect of the
media on the publics choice for
political offices
in this ease the
political position is obviously the
presidency Although the election
year is 1976 and few new
wrenches have been thrown into
the political machine such as vot
ing by telephone the situation is
as unfresh and ununique as the
blush on forty year old virgin
Any structure built on so decrepit
base has got to be shakey and
so it is with The Selling of the
President
There is very little action or
movement in the play as the tele
vision studio is the base from
which Mason the candidate con
ducts his entire campaign and time
lapses are indicated by memos
from one department head to an
other within the studio In fact
the atmosphere of the television
studio is brought home to the au
dience by the appearance of Johnny
Olson in his usual role of
warm
up man who actually tries to
place the theatre audience
in the
role of television studio audience
basic problem of the play is
that it moves too slowly With
the limitations on time and place
so strictly defined the
musical
numbers which hold the show to
gether should be presented
like
machine-gun fire or as something
in the style of the Laugh-In
quickie with music Instead
the structure of the musical is
loose and casual one might even
say sleepy
The whole of the political train
is presented on stage the cam-
paign manager the press agent
the advertising executive the boy-
wonder with new system and
the presidential nominee and his
wife
In an attempt to imbue the mu-
sical with universality the co-au-
thors Jack OBrien and Stuart
Hampdon have very obviously and
purposely stereotyped all of the
characters events and musical
numbers mercilessly
The presidential nominee Mason
Pat Hingle is portrayed as lit-
tie more than collection of corny
pseudo-moral ironic pseudo-hum-
ble remarks on nearly everything
On his beginning Ive come
long way from little Methodist
Sunday school in Broken Bow Ne-
braska pseudo-lwmble
On running his campaign
Were going to take this election
right to the people And will
not barricade myself in some tele
vision studio and let technicians
run my campaign irony
On his opponents campaigns
You get something good and
everybody wants to get on the
bandwagon corn
On defending his lack of com
mitment The trouble with quick
answers is that we think weve
heard something when we really
havent pseuctophilosOphy
On moral issues only got one
moral issue to be President If
you told me the devil was to swear
me in Id say If he can get his
horns under homburg Ill be
there
dont think its accidental that
Mrs Mason looks like an anemic
Pat Nixon Her one big function
is to serve tea and sympathy to the
big bosses of her husbands cam
pign and stay out of the spotlight
as much as possible
The outcome of the play is that
after repeatedly denying the de
pendence of his campaign on the
media Mason spends 38 million
dollars advertising himself to the
public His opponents catch on and
try to equal his lavishness when
suddenly gratefully Masons top
advertising agent Karen Morrow
decides to place Mason in dramatic
contrast to his opponents by mak
Tuesday March
ing the campaign as simple as
sible On the eve of the
after spending 38 million dollars
the picture that Mason and his
wife present to the public is one of
solid respectability and sheer sim
phcity or what is known politi
cal circles as the just-plain-folks-
game
Thats pretty heavy irony and it
runs throughout the play as evi
denced by the dialogue above But
it is not the irony or the dialogue
which enliven the musical It is
not the music or the songs as both
are aehingly commercial and
forced
What saves the musical and in
fact makes it quite entertaining
is the vivacity of the mmor char
acters all of whom are young and
enthusiastic For many of them
this show will be their fhst on
Broadway if the show lasts Phil
adelphia is first-run for this mu
sical These sparkling lively
youths manage to put lot of
spirit into even
the most trite dia
logue and the most meaningless of
songs
In the end the show turns out
to be enjoyable but only if you
dont look back and ask yourself
why
The Golden Slipper Club is
one of Philadelphias outstand-
lag philanthropic organizations
which offers residents of met-
ropohtan Philadelphia
awards
ranging from nominal sums to
full tuition Factors consid
ered in selecting recipients are
financial need ability academic
record and sincerity
Applications may be obtained
from Golden Slipper Club 712
Bankers Securities Building
Walnut and Juniper Streets
Philadelphia In addition to
the
application students must sub
mit complete signed and no
tarized copy of their familys
latest Federal Income Tax Re
turn and transcript of their
academic record Applications
are due by March 18 and all
applicants will be notified when





Acting Doth Waste Talents They iaid It IIunluInt Be Bone
Of Shakespeare and Moller Cindy Artiste
With all the excitement of
Broadway play As You lAke It
opened on Wednesday night at Bea
ver Colleges Little Theatre This
superb comedy written by the am-
ous William Shakespeare will be
performed tills Thursday Friday
and Saturday at p.m in the Lit-
tie Theatre
BEYOND FLATULENCE AND SATIETY
Continued from Page ol
Renewal applications for P.H.E.A.A scholarships for the 1972-
73 academic year will be mailed directly to the home address of
students currently receiving state scholarships Mailing
will begin
March 15 1972
Current Beaver students who are Pennsylvania residents and
who are not receiving state scholarships may pick up applications
in the office of the financial aid director after March 27
STEREO TAPE SALES
National distributor needs
school coverage Top 508 track
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INTER-COLLEGIATE HOLIDAY OF FUN
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brand
new still box Coil new $45.00
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1450 Niagara Falls Boulevard
Depi
Tonawanda New York 14150
co.D orders enclose $1.00 çood will
deposit Pay balance plus C.0.D ship-
ping on delivery Be satisfied on inspac
lion or return within deys for full
refund No deelers each volume upeci
fkaily stamped not for resale
Pkase add $l.2S postage and handling
New orb State residents add applicable
sales hax
Las Vegas h99 Wiami fr169 quad su roi
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Call FRED FEDER LI 9-6399
Tuesday March 1972 BEAVER NEWS Page Seven
TJndoubtefly discrimination was
the singe faotor which brought
six GeXThaUtOWn women together
to form consciousness-raising
group the cornerstone of the
Womens Liberation movement
The key to consciousness-raising is
the sharing of an experience or
an idea with others resulting in
the expansion of the groups aware-
ness The shared experience of
this new group of women was dis
crmiination and oppression in both
overt and subtle forms
Joan thspired by David
Suaskind show one of the most
celebrated male chauvinist pigs
featuring Susan Brownmilie and
Germaine Greer decided to organ-
ize consciousness-raising group
She contacted many of her friends
AU of the married ones refused
with revealing comments like Im
really intemated but Jimmy
wouldnt understand or thats
great idea Its too bad but Wed-
nesday is Toms night to play eards
and dont have anyone to stay
with the kids
Young single women however
responded quite differently Diane
another person rnstrumentai in
the groups formation and Joan
were compelled to limit the group
in its early stages to six members
graduate student in psychology
Pat served as advisor because of
her experience with another group
The first meeting was relatively
quiet Each person shyly pre
sented an introduction of herself
to the group stating name occu
pation interests and particularly
the motivation for joining con-
sciousness-raising group The or-
cupations ranged from psychia
try resident to secretary grad-
nate student to an elementary
school teacher black president
of management consultant firm
and student
Ideas were shot across the room
Ann 29 psychiatrist cnfessecl
that she canie to the meeting out
of curiosity People are always
asking me if Im interested in
Womens Liberation and say yes
but really havent done anything
about it guess Id like to do
something Beverly agreed In-
tdlligent articulate and successful
in business she told story which
explained why she wanted to get
involved Ive never been dis
couraged about myself When
formed the company of which she
is president no one would listen
to me and my ideas until ro
by Susu Stein
cruited man to attend confer-
ences with me As soon as man
was known to be in the organiza
tion we received more contracts
despite the fact that he is merely
figurehead
Has anyone here ever worked
for corporation The bank that
worked for had unfair hiring
practices which discriminated
against women Whenever there
were any openings for management
personnel men with college de
grees and no experience were im
mediately placed in management
trainee positions while women with
the same credentials and experi
ence were interviewed for score-
tarial or dead-end jobs The few
women who managed to get ahead
had to work at least ten times as
hard for promotion No female
held position beyond the middle
management level
The group readily agreed that
educated women pursuing careers
on par with men are the excep
tion to the rule The fact remains
that women are taught at an early
age that happy woman is either
housewife with three blonde
haired children piled into station-
wagon who also lives in spotless
split level and uses feminine hy
giene spray regularly or is Play-
boy centerfold with bunny size
brain
Sherry pointed out that she was
tired of being thought of as an
object particularly in sexual
tenus Women need not be thought
of solely as enticing morsels for
the male appetite Unfortunately
the group established the reality of
job-hunting in male world
youre more apt to find job if
yo1 look like Raquel Welch than
if youre Margaret Mends double
How many women students have
experienced rejections from law
school meclicaJ school and grad-
uate school because of an unjust
quota system
The results of conference held
in New York city last year were
discussed with much distress Most
rapists are never convicted of their
crimes and many rapes are not
even reported to the police Some
women even related tales of police
abuse after enduring the agonies
of rape beatings and slashIng
Th surprising truth is that many
rapists are released and handed
suspended sentences especially if
they are men with fanillies
Most of the evenings discussion
was centered around the problem
of why women accept their roles
as second class citizens and par-
ticularly why women acknowledge
their own supposed inferiority Sal-
ly learns at age 10 that she
shouldnt beat the boy next door
in ping-pong game worth-
while woman is one who has an
Mrs in front of mans name ami
sprouts diamond from finger
Invariably the class valedictorian
ends up typing letters while her
husband finishes law school
Naturally nil the members of
this group have very different
ideas of what they want to ac
complish in their lifetimes None-
the less each person stressed the
fact that she wants the opportunity
to select career without being
discriminated against The ulti
mate realization for female 001-
lege graduate is to get job and
learn that man doing the same
job at the next desk is being paid
twice a.s much
The direction which the group
will take remains to be discovered
The members really arent sure
what they want to explore or ac
complish as group If the first
meeting was any indication of the
future the consciousness of each
person is guaranteed growth and
increased sensitivity The cathar
si.s and reinforcement gained is
well worth the effort
Following the lectures there will
be Glow Hour where cocktails
will be served in the Castle
The last program of the day will
feature the Beaver College Glee
Club directed by Dr Dorothy
Haupt associate professor of mu-
sic Part of their program con-
sists of Every Night When the
Sun Goes In an Appallacian folk
song Couldnt Hear Nobody
Pray spiritual with solo part
sung by Dorothea Blenk Graham
and Summertime by Porgy and
Bess The Lafayette College Glee
Club directed by Dr John Ray-
mond will include in their program
Old Man Noah by Bartholomew
Jesu Joy of Mans Desiring by
Bach this number will be done
The music department has made
few adjustments in an area of
increasing importance applied mu-
sic Applied music is term used
for the teaching of private les
sons with most of the students
studying piano but voice organ
and orchestral instruments are ai
taught
Applied music consists of one
lesson week with students in-
vited to participate in monthly
recital Each semester carries one
quarter of unit in credit which
makes this course curricular one
rather than an extra-curricular
course
Next fall semester the siring
quartet will be teaching This will
hopefully establish student groups
of the chamber medium in each
instrument category These differ-
ent groups would then become the
nucleus for an orchestra
Listening rooms are being built
in the basement of the music build-
trig which will be similar to the
language laboratory and the stu
dents will be able to listen to tapes
and recordings which have been
assigned This should relieve pres
sure from the library facilities It
Continued from Page Col
with flute accompaniment There
will be trio with guitars and
string bass called the Just Three
and the Beaver Dam Six will
sing The Concert will also include
joint singing of the Gloria of
the Lord and the lallelujah
Chorus from Handels Messiah
by the two clubs in the Murphy
Ghapel
On Sunday morning at 11 am
the Phoenix Club will sponsor an
ecumenical worship service in the
Little Theater
Dr Robert Swaim professor of
religion and chairman of the de
partment of religion and philosophy
will develop his theme on mans
responsibilities towards himself
is hoped that in the future these
listening rooms will be installed
l.a the dorms for the students con-
venience because the most impor
tant aspect in any music course is
to hear the music
The music department will be
trying In the future to schedule
some concerts on Friday evenings
and Sunday afternoons and eve-
nings There will be jazz corn-
petition in April on Friday and
string quartet concert on Sun-
day The department Is open to
any suggestions from the students
for these weekend programs
Mr William Frabrizio chairman
of the music department feels that
large function of the music de
partment is to be service organi
zation not only to the campus but
to the community as well He was
commissioned this past fall to be
clinician for Selmer Musical Instru
ments Corporation This semester
he will make six different trips to
the New England states and will
set up all day clinics with musical
educators from different high
schools This will be extremely
beneficial in encouraging high
school musicians to become inter-
ested In Beaver
and others by quotation from
Hamlet What piece of work
is man
Jacqueline Manela president of
the Phoenix Club is in charge of
the service Carolyn Booth will
lead the hymn singing and other
student participants are Carol
Hoidra Liz Asch and Barb David-
son
To wind up Parents Weekend
the Amado String Quartet artists-
in-residence of Beaver College
will give concert at p.m in the
Castle
During all this time there will
be student art exhibition in the
Art Gallery of the Atwood Li-
brary This will be open to the
general public and all are welcome
DiscriminationBinds Women Music Department Increases
Importance of Applied Music
by Susan Smith
BEAVER TO HOST PARENTS
Auditions will be held for Theatre Playshops Spring Production
The Trojan Women
Auditions Monday March 13 and Thesday March 14 at 730
p.m in the Little Theatre
There are 12 female and three male roles available Inter-
views for all technical committee chairmen and stage manager will
be held in room 108 of the classroom building on March 15 and
March 16 from to p.m If student is interested in chairing
committee that she has chaired before she can notify Jill Seltzer










EASTON and MT CABV1EL
New Address
The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently
Completed Notknwfde Research Program Of Jobs Avaflable To
College Students And Graduates Durng 1972 Catalogs Whkh
Fully Describe These Employment Posflons May Be Obtned As
Follows
Service Our Privitege
Quality Our Constant Aim
For Better Jewelry Gifts Leather Goods and
at Better Prkes Come to
Catalog of Summer arid Career Posflons Available
Throughout the United States in Resort Areas







Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1000
Employment Positions Available in Many Foreign
Countries Price $3.00
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repair
Tu 6-9220
Open Monday Wedresday Friday til p.m
Tuesday Thursday Saturday fil 530 p.m
AMPLE PARKING
SPECIAL Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected For
You Please State Your Interests Price $4.00




The Oomxnnwea1th of Pennsy1
vania State Civil Service Commis
sion offers swnmer employment
program with bi-weekly salary
of $245 for college students who
are residents of Pennsylvania The
program is limited to seniors go-
ing to graduate school and persons
completing their junior year Stu
dents interested may secure appli
cations from Ms Gilpin in the Ca-
reer guidance office Applications
Should be notarized and alJ stu
dents must indicate student aide
Ms Rabinold in the business off
flee will notarize all applications
free of charge
To be further qualified state-
wide written test will be given on
conditional basis Applications
will be reviewed only if the written
exam is passed if these require-
ments are not met the written
exam results will not be counted
All applicants must have com
pleted at least three full years sf
study in an accredited college or
university prior to July and be
currently enrolled in full-time
undergraduate or graduate pro-
grain in an accredited college or
university They must presently
be in good standing and must be
returning to college in the fall of
1972 Applicants must be Penn-
sylvania residents of good moral
character and physically capable
of performing the duties of these
positions
To obtain information about the









provides deep physical rest and
thereased clarity of mind
The Commonwealth of Pennsyl
vania has made provisions for the
summer employment of college stu
dents to introduce them to the
many career fields in state govern-
mont Employees in student aides
parfonn variety of duties in
planned work program designed to
provide skills and experience and
to stimulate interest in one of
these fields They work closely
with technical superiors in an as-
signed occupational specialty
or
program area such as management
and administrative services social
welfare mental health employ-
ment services and business regula
tion Work involves the participa
tion in trathing and orientation sos-
sions related to the assigned oc
cupational specialty or program
area or to the organizatIon and
management of state government
and is performed under the im
mediate supervision of technical
superior who assigns projects gives
preliminary instructions and re
views work in process and upon
completion for quality and adher
once to established standards
For any further information
please contact Ms GUpta in the





















call ELLIOT NIRES TR 7-3269
787-7132 during the day




During the spring holiday the
hours of the Atwood Library will
be as follows
Friday March 24
a.m to 430 p.m
Saturday March 25 and
Sunday March 26
closed
Monday March 27 through
Thursday March 30
aim to 430 p.m









p.m to 11 p.m
Monday April 10
Regular hours resume
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY SATURDAY
Tuesday March 1972
12
Career Program for Soci
















vice 11 a.m Murphy
Chapel
Newman Club Mas8 1215
p.m Faculty Lounge




Student Art Exhibition Honors Convocation
little through April 10 At- a.m Murphy Chapel
wood Gallery Faculty Loctures p.m
As You Like It Little Boyer Hall and Spru
Theare p.m ance Art Center
Film Whos Afraid of Glee Club Concert with
Virginia Wolf Amphi Lafayette 830 p.m
theatre p.m Murphy Chapel
Student Life COmmittee
430 p.m Boyer 112
Guidance Council Pro-
gram to p.m Mir




The sociology department is sponsoring dinner program
Tuesday March and inviting juniors and seniors to get acquainted
with recent graduates of Beaver College who majored in sociology
Any vacancies will be filled by appointed sophomores Cocktails
will be served in the Rose Room from to p.m and dinner will
be served in the Faculty Chat from to p.m
For further
Gilpin
information contact either Dr Johnston or Ms
LEHIGH
Coffee House organized by the
resident hail committee will be held
tonight from to 1130 p.m in
Heinz lobby Admission refresh-
LA SALLE





The REPERTORY THEATRE of LINCOLN CENTER
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF JULES IRVING
EXTRAORDINARILY FUNNY
THE REPERTORY THEATER OF LINCOLN CENTER AT ITS BRIGHT DAZZLING
BEST ADROIT STAGING ESTING THINGS HAVE EVER
SEEN FROM DURRENMATT















Transiathd by JAMES KIRKUP
Urected by DAN SULLIVAN
Setting by DOUGLAS SCHMIDT Lighting by JOHN GLEASON Costumes by JAMES BEUTON HARRIS Musical Oirectws by ROLAND GAGNON
DURRENMATT TURNS SWEDISH WRY INTO SWISS
FONDUE Play Strindberg winds up the Lincoln
Center Repertory season on note of swaggering
diverting mischief WILLIAM GLOVEH Assoeoted Press
EXCELLENT THEATRE Play Strindberg is the most
charming thing have yet seen in Lincoln Center Dan
Sullivan staged the production superbly making his
trio of actors very much like the Marx Brothers not
only in terms of zaniness but coordination
MARTIN GOTTFRIEO Womens Wear
HILARIOUSLY COMIC FARCE thoroughly enjoy-
able evening Solid comic performances by strong
cast The setting costumes and lighting are excellent
It is the kind of theatrical offering that makes The
Repertory Theater of Lincoln Center one of New Yorks




THE FUNNIEST SHOW IN TOWN Play Strindberg is
cynical sardonic brassy witty and hilarious comedy
of bourgeois marriage EMORY LEWIS Bergen Record
Tees thru Thurs PM $6.50 550 450 350
Thurs Sat PM Sun PM
$6.50 5.50 4.50 350
Fri Sat PM $7.50 6.50 5.50 4.00
Tuesday March
p.m Heinz lounge
PRESENT AT BOX OFFICE
STUDENT DSCOUNT
Student
THIS COUPON WORTH $2OO per ticket
t14iJ Jj1Jfl4fJ
Good for regular $4.50 5.50 6.50 7.50 seats Good for
tickets for any performance
Name
Do Not Write Here
DISCOUNT TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT STUDENT LOUNGES
LIBRARY ENGLISH DRAMA DEPTS
